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Dear Friends        August 2011 

 

 This month, Methodist people from all over the 

world descended on Durban, South Africa for the 

World Methodist Conference.  Visitors arrived in 

beautiful sunny weather with a slight chill in the air as 

it is our winter season, and we hope that the 

conference was a fulfilling time for all.    

 

Sizanani was one of many projects/organisations 

marketing itself during the conference by participating 

at the ‘market-place’, where information about the 

project was available as well as clerical and casual 

shirts and other bits and pieces to purchase or order.  

The sale of shirts and other products is a small way 

that Sizanani can generate some income for the 

project and we try to always ensure that a good 

quality product is available for sale.  These items are 

sold from Sizanani year-round, and customers are 

welcome to come to the project to see if there is 

anything that they can purchase as gifts for friends 

and family or to access our website to get more 

information. 

 

In the meantime, the training at Sizanani continues on 

a daily basis.  Progress reports were handed out to 

students at the end of their second term of training, 

and while some were disappointed with their marks, 

others had improved on their quality.  As with any 

skill that you learn, there are aspects of it that you 

don’t enjoy doing, and others that light a fire within 

you, and we see this in the students throughout the 

year.  We constantly strive to keep the students 

motivated whilst still being strict on the standard we 

expect from them. 

 

 



 

This term, the first year students are focusing on 

pattern drafting skirts and waistcoats and we are 

looking forward to seeing their first skirts being 

modelled as they are completed.  This can be such 

fun, as we watch the students swell with pride when 

they see how well they have drafted a pattern and 

made a skirt to fit them. 

 

They are also learning how to make a lined tracksuit 

for a child.  Most schools in the country identify their 

school through different colours and designs of 

tracksuits and we feel that learning how to make this 

kind of tracksuit can open up an opportunity for the 

student to get orders from their local school. 

 

Towards the end of the term, they will also be taught 

the basics of making curtains, so I’m sure their 

families are getting excited about having new curtains 

in their homes! 

 

The 2
nd

 year design students are concentrating on 

making jeans and trousers this term.  As you can 

imagine this is not an easy item of clothing to make 

so the training room is unusually quiet as the creative 

juices flow.  If you can get the pattern right, trousers 

can look very flattering, so lets hope that it all comes 

together well when they finally get to sew them. 

 

The part-time students that join us on a Saturday are 

such a wonderful group of people.  They sacrifice 

their spare time after having worked all week, to learn 

how to sew, and they give us such positive feedback 

that it builds our self-esteem too!  Their excitement at 

learning something new is so refreshing. 

 

 

As I come to the end of the newsletter, I want to thank 

you all for your continued support of Sizanani.  Your prayers for the staff, 

students and finances of the project are so meaningful and I know that it is not 

going to be long before I can report back to you all that we are going to have 

the funds to enable us to continue for another year.  Please pass on this 

newsletter to a colleague or a neighbour or a family member as it is a means of 

Sizanani advertising itself to the community.  We are going to need to start 

enrolling students for 2012 in the next few months, and a small part that you 

can play is to spread the word about the project. 

 

Till next time…..                       SHARON AND MPUME 


